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Niraj Mehta is the founder of NMD Interiors based in Solapur, Maharashtra. He

pursued his Bachelors and Master in Interior design and Technology from

London Metropolitan University in London (UK), very well known for being a

technology-oriented design university. While studying in London, Niraj won

International design competition, which gave him global recognition.

DIY

GETTING FESTIVE

 
The festive season is upon us and we are craving for a brand new look this year,

we share some quick ideas by Niraj Mehta, Founder of NMD Interiors, from

Solapur, Maharashtra that are not only uplifting but also easy on the pocket

and make for intelligent, sustainable choices

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY
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ANTHROPOCENTRIC
DESIGN

Alessandro Luciani is one of the most eclectic Italian and international

designers specialized in the world of Retail.  He defines himself as "designer of

human experiences" and in fact his extraordinary personal history and origins,

which has influenced his design approach, play a fundamental role in the

choices of his professional career. Inspired by a strong desire to go beyond the

boundaries of the ordinary, he brings to his projects an innovative,

anthropocentric vision, oriented towards sensory engagement and the creation

of new experiences, contributing to individual wellbeing, creating a strong

emotional bond between the setting, the product, the client and the brand.

CLICK HERE TO READ THE COMPLETE STORY

ANTHROPOCENTRIC DESIGN

Designer Alessandro Luciani defines himself as a 'designer of human

experiences', read about his latest project "Spazio Lenovo" which has won the

Retail Design Institute (USA) awards.

PROJECT
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The latest living room trends offer all the inspiration needed to give living

rooms an upgrade. Whether that’s redefining the entire space with on-trend

green paint shades and investing in this season’s so-now bouclé sofas, or

simply upgrading soft furnishings with the latest bold and brave looks. The

top new trends for living room ideas have something for everyone. You can

choose the tranquil, relaxing back-to-nature looks that see you incorporating

earthy colours and succulents or get creative with the maximalist vibe

 

Festive vibes are in the air, with our living rooms becoming the pivot for a lot

of entertaining and relaxed times, we share some of the most trendy ideas to

jazz up this space!

CLICK HERE TO READ THE  COMPLETE STORY

DECOR TRENDS
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